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SAFE GLOBAL SERVICES  

 
Support Capabilities 

Safe Global Services (SGS) specializes in cross-border security for companies conducting 

business in Mexico.  SGS’s clients consist of United States and foreign companies which operate 

production plants, oil and gas platforms, transportation companies, heavy equipment 

manufacturing, warehouses, and retail outlets. 

SGS is composed of highly trained and experienced personnel who are former United States and 

Mexican law enforcement agents. Based in McAllen, Texas, SGS personnel have more than ten 

years of experience in using intelligence and counterintelligence methods to successfully resolve 

complex bi-national investigations.  SGS personnel possess the knowledge, skills and ability to 

provide their clients with 360° protection of their businesses. 

 

SGS understands the nuances of how organized criminal groups operate in the area, their 

structure, and their mindset.  Since 2008, SGS has cultivated numerous intelligence sources 

throughout many segments of the community whose information and assistance has resulted in 

the detection and prevention of loss of life, the safe return of victims, and the identification of 

those responsible for violent criminal activity affecting economic interests. SGS sources are 

recruited from within the different political, law enforcement and social stratum as well as from 

sources that have inside knowledge of the Drug Cartel’s structure.  SGS sources have a proven 

record of reliability, capability, and stability. 

 

SGS, using their professional and personal contacts throughout law enforcement in the United 

States and Mexico, can send first responders in the event of an emergency or hostile event to 

ensure their client’s protection and extraction. 

  

SGS can provide life safety, survival, and intervention technique courses to executives, their 

family, employees and to law enforcement personnel. These courses describe methods of 

avoiding being taken hostage and survival techniques in the event of becoming a victim. Also 

taught are tactical and psychological law enforcement maneuvers used to resolve situations as 

well as tactics used by the criminal element to thwart law enforcement. 

 

SGS can provide their clients with detailed and up-to- date intelligence regarding regional threats 

and hostilities. Using our vast network of intelligence sources in the United States and in 
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Mexico, SGS can consult with their clients on how to mitigate the vulnerability of doing business 

in the region. 

SGS has prepared numerous Threat and Vulnerability Security Assessments tailored to the 

individual needs of each company. 

 

Currently Retained Capabilities 

EXECUTIVE PROTECTION:  SGS can provide armed and unarmed security guards.  SGS 

provides local, national, and international transportation services for executives. Using our 

ground transportation fleet, SGS can ensure our VIPs comfort and security while traveling to and 

from facility, hotel, town, etc.  SGS can provide transportation services day or night so our VIPs 

can conduct business both in the United States and Mexico. 

 

KIDNAPPING:  Using advanced GPS technology; SGS can continually monitor the exact 

location of our clients, their family members, or business assets. And, in the event of an 

emergency or hostile event against them, SGS’s clients can notify our 24-hour operations center 

via an application in their cellular telephones (androids) which transmits their exact location and 

need for assistance.  In the event of a kidnapping, SGS will coordinate with and assist local law 

enforcement as permitted.  In addition, SGS will deploy its own resources and assets and conduct 

its own investigation, independently from law enforcement, and attempt to negotiate the quick 

and safe recovery of its clients. 

 

EXTORTION:  Using their network of intelligence sources and access to a myriad of databases, 

SGS can conduct due diligence investigations on individuals in the United States and in Mexico 

to ensure their clients take reasonable care from being associated with the criminal 

element.  SGS can assist executives in protecting themselves and their company from criminal or 

civil liability in their business associations. 

 

PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND FACILITY INTRUSION:  Whether at the home or 

office, SGS can provide 24-hour armed or unarmed security personnel to provide the ultimate 

protection from intrusion or unwanted surveillance and to reduce the risk of personal violence 

against SGS’s clients. Our guards are skilled in surveillance detection and counter surveillance 

measures.  SGS can install video monitoring equipment around the perimeter of the terminal. 

These discreet devices, which can be monitored remotely by the client and/or at SGS, can help 

protect and detect unwanted intrusions. 
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THEFT:   SGS can conduct investigations into corporate internal theft, fraud, or malfeasance to 

assist executives in determining culpability and developing more effective internal controls. 

 

REAL TIME INFORMATION/ALERTS:  SGS, using our highly efficient network of 

intelligence and counterintelligence sources, provides our clients with a unique SGS Alert® 

system which immediately notifies our clients via text message or email of any disturbance or 

hostile event which could affect their travel or the movement of their assets in Mexico. Using 

this system allows executives to reroute their personnel or products to mitigate the vulnerabilities 

inherent in this region. 

 

GOVERNMET PERMITTING: Through established contacts, SGS can assist in obtaining any 

permitting and licensing necessary to operate a facility. 

 

   

 

 

Safe Global Services Command Center in McAllen, Texas                  
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GPS Tracking Capabilities 

In addition to tracking cellular telephones, SGS utilizes sophisticated tracking devices on all of 

their vehicles which are equipped with discrete panic buttons in the event of an emergency.  All 

vehicles are tracked from SGS’s Command Center in McAllen, Texas.  In the event of an 

emergency, SGS has law enforcement and emergency services assets throughout Mexico who 

will immediately respond to the scene and provide assistance in defusing any threats, rescue any 

injured, and extract victims.  SGS has a proven record of cross-border operations and maintains 

an acute awareness of the threats and vulnerabilities that could negatively impact their clients. 

SGS has over 300 employees in McAllen, Texas and throughout Mexico.  SGS’s Command 

Center monitors hundreds of GPS trackers 24/7 and 365 days a year. 

 

 

 

 

For further information on our list of services please contact our 24/7 operations center at  

956-668-7233 (SAFE) or visit our website at safeglobalservices.com. 

 

 
 


